[The transmission of coded information over neuronal systems exemplified by the motor rhythmic dominant].
Functional organization of neurons in rabbit's sensorimotor cortex was studied before and within several days after formation of the rhythmical dominant focus. Functional reorganization of neurons in cortical microareas took place during actualization of the dominant. The number of functional interneuronal relations within neuronal pairs of a certain type could be increased in comparison with the control values and decreased within pairs of another type. As a result, the total percent of the interneuronal correlations in cortical microareas in the control animals and rabbits with the acting dominant was approximately equal. The total percent of correlations between neurons of the adjacent cortical areas during the actualization of the dominant was significantly higher than in the control due to increased number of correlations with participation of small and medium-sized neurons. A possibility of information circulation about the "stimulus image" in the closed chain of neurons was exemplified by the real micronetwork. The data suggest the reverberation of encoded information between adjacent microareas of the sensorimotor cortex within several days after application of the stimulus, which has formed the excitation focus.